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1. What do you think about lines? You probably already have a natural inclination to use them 
in one way or another. Reading your poems this week, I saw poems with end-stopped lines, 
poems with enjambed lines, poems whose lines were roughly all the same shape and size, 
poems with only one word on a line and lines that spilled over the margins. How do you 
arrive at the lines you do? Do you think about them, or just let it come naturally? What do 
you want your lines to communicate, or perhaps a better question, what questions do you 
have about how to communicate in lines? 
 

2. Think about just looking at a poem on the page. Don't worry about reading it. Just look at 
the physical space that it is taking up. Certainly some poems seem to "look" more like 
poems. What types or ways-of-looking are your favorite poems? Do you like ones with really 
short lines? Long lines? Lots of blank, empty space? Do you like poems that look like a 
massive black wall standing on the page? What do you think is making you feel this way? I 
know that I often find poems that have very short lines, even if there are hundreds of those 
lines, more approachable and somehow safer. I do not know exactly why this is, but I feel it. 
I want you to think about ideas of comfort and discomfort. Of continuity and disruption. 

 

3. This week Danny discusses "The Language" by Robert Creeley. Danny notes how Creeley 
uses line breaks to place emphasis and create new and multiple meanings. I'm wondering 
how the line breaks work in conjunction with the unit of the sentence. The first sentence of 
the poem -- that is, everything before the first period -- contains in fact three sentences. The 
subsequent sentences are more grammatically correct and terser. And if the sentence, or 
even the clause, is the traditional subunit of semantic meaning-making, then what more are 
the line breaks adding? How is the way Creeley is playing with the sentence interacting with 
how he is breaking his lines? 

 

4. As soon as Danny called the line "a basic unit," I haven't been able to get the connection 
between measurement and line breaks out of my head. It's logical, really. A poem is 
measured by its lines. Technically, in matters of maximums, competitions and thresholds, 
precisely, in printing scenarios, Shakespeare's plays punctuated ten lines at a time, objectively 
and subjectively, how breaks successfully or confusingly imply meaning, inform the tonal 
registry of the writing, control the pacing and therefore the delivery of the poem. He, 
Danny, was referring to lines being units of support, which is literally feasible, right? Lines 
accumulate in a poem to achieve a structure. It's interesting to think about the notion and 
experience of weight when comparing a poem, full of line breaks, and a piece of writing that 
is a block of text. What is the difference between their arrivals? If a poem with line breaks is 
smooshed together into a block of text, are we left with that weird little joke "what weighs 
more, a pound of bricks or a pound of feathers?" 

 


